Langmuir-Blodgett monolayers of gold nanoparticles with amphiphilic shells from V-shaped binary polymer arms.
Gold nanoparticles functionalized with amphiphilic polybutadiene-poly(ethylene glycol) (PB-PEG) V-shaped arms formed stable Langmuir monolayers at the air-water and the air-solid interfaces. At these interfaces, the binary arms vertically segregated into a dense polymer corona, which surrounded the gold nanoparticles, preventing their large-scale agglomeration and keeping individual nanoparticles well-separated from each other and forming flattened, pancake nanostructures. The presence of both PEG and PB chains in the close proximity to the gold core was confirmed by surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy, whereas the AFM phase contrast images revealed the presence of 2 nm gold cores surrounded by the polymer shell with the diameter of 11 nm. We suggest that the amphiphilic shell drives their spontaneous organization into discrete 2D pancake-like hybrid structures that measured up to 10 microm in diameter and had a high packing density of gold clusters.